New Entrance Mat – Removes water completely

Entrance mats generally serve two
purposes. Apart from making an entry attractive,
they need to clean foot wear and remove water.

Most conventional entry mats do this to varying
degrees and mat types fall into one of two types:
Closed or Open Mats.

HOW ALUMAT 15D (DRAINING) DIFFERS FROM ALL OTHER MATS?
ALUMAT 15D (patent pending) can be part of a comprehensive drainage system. This Closed /Draining
entrance mat has the unique ability to collect water and discharge freely to a simple drain under the mat, or
to a threshold drain.
ALUMAT 15D like open mats, has drain channels. The difference is, the drain channels do not discharge
everywhere under the mat. Instead the water is channelled to a specific point where the water is
discharged under the mat so it can be collected and removed. This new Closed/Draining type mat has the
best of both mat types.
All that is required is a single strip drain recessed in the floor of the mat well (50mm x 10-30mm
deep) which discharges to a drainage point.

BENEFITS


Continuous water flow can be collected and removed for minimal cost.



Dirt can be removed easily from the mat surface so the base on the underside of the mat is kept
clean and dry.



20 year frame warranty on extra heavy duty anodized alloy with replaceable infills.



Even if no drainage is possible, mat drain channels increase water containment, keeping interiors
drier.

Ensure your next project has the latest mat innovations to protect your building
interiors

ALUMAT 15D (DRAINING)
Our new drainage mat featuring
alternating drain channels and
elevated infills

Installed to Suit Your
Drainage System
ALUMAT 15D installed with
drainage, in this case, to a threshold
drain. Alternate drain channels move
water to droppers over a strip drain
recessed in the mat well base

Undercut Drain Channel
Recess strip drain discharging to a
threshold drain. Alternative drainage
can be achieved by installing a
simple water waste in the mat well
base if no threshold drain is
available

HOW TO ORDER?
Simply specify ALUMAT 15D and advise the position of the strip drain. ALUMAT Flooring
Solutions will provide the mat in easy to connect interlocking sections that have the drainage
outlets completed to fit your specific project, so they just need to be laid in place.
Call ALUMAT now to receive a free information package, samples or a no-obligation inhouse presentation.
Phone (09) 479 1411 or email info@alumat.co.nz

